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A Numerical Study on Electrophoresis of a Soft
Particle with Charged Core Coated with

Polyelectrolyte Layer
Partha Sarathi Majee, S. Bhattacharyya

Abstract—Migration of a core-shell soft particle under the
influence of an external electric field in an electrolyte solution is
studied numerically. The soft particle is coated with a positively
charged polyelectrolyte layer (PEL) and the rigid core is having
a uniform surface charge density. The Darcy-Brinkman extended
Navier-Stokes equations are solved for the motion of the ionized
fluid, the non-linear Nernst-Planck equations for the ion transport and
the Poisson equation for the electric potential. A pressure correction
based iterative algorithm is adopted for numerical computations. The
effects of convection on double layer polarization (DLP) and diffusion
dominated counter ions penetration are investigated for a wide range
of Debye layer thickness, PEL fixed surface charge density, and
permeability of the PEL. Our results show that when the Debye
layer is in order of the particle size, the DLP effect is significant
and produces a reduction in electrophoretic mobility. However, the
double layer polarization effect is negligible for a thin Debye layer
or low permeable cases. The point of zero mobility and the existence
of mobility reversal depending on the electrolyte concentration are
also presented.

Keywords—Debye length, double layer polarization,
electrophoresis, mobility reversal, soft particle.

I. INTRODUCTION

SOFT particles or core-shell particles are very frequently

encountered in biological matter such as proteins, DNA

molecules and microorganisms, such as viruses or yeast cells

[1]. The study of electrophoresis of a soft particle is of a great

importance due to characterize their electrokinetic properties.

The polymer coating of a nanoparticle is used to control

colloidal stability, chemical functionality and dispersion

rheology. The porous shell affects the electrophoretic mobility

as the hydrodynamical and electrical forces are influenced

by the shell [2]. A thin polyelectrolyte layer on the surface

of a colloid can produce a vital effect on its electrophoretic

mobility [3]. Soft particles has a vast use in pharmaceutical

applications for the controlled release of drugs [4].

The electrophoresis of a spherical dispersion of soft particles

was modeled by several investigators. An extensive theoretical

studies dealing with the electrophoresis of soft particles has

been provided by Ohshima [5]–[7]. In those studies, Ohshima

has given analytical expressions for electrophoretic mobility

of a soft particle with charged rigid core and uncharged shell,

uncharged rigid inner core coated with charged polyelectrolyte
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layer, or for a soft particle when both the core and shell

are charged. Studies of Ohshima [5]–[7] are limited to

weak applied electric field and it neglects the double layer

polarization and relaxation effects. The theoretical analysis

of Oshima are verified experimentally by several authors

e.g., López-Voita et al. [8]. Duval and Ohshima [9] in

their study considered the soft particle coated with a diffuse

polyelectrolyte in place of a uniformly distributed PEL by

defining a gradual distribution of polymer segments within

the permeable coating. Gopmandal et al. [10] extended the

analytical expression of Ohshima [6] for the electrophoretic

mobility of a charged soft particle with charged rigid core

under a weak imposed field assumption.

The ion convection within the porous shell may not be

negligible when the medium is highly permeable. It is

established by several authors [3], [11]–[14] that at low

ionic strength when the Debye layer is thicker than the

porous coating, the double layer polarization and relaxation

are important. The study of Hsu et al. [15] shows that

the polarization effect is negligible when the rigid core of

the soft particle have a low surface potential. Huang et al.

[16] established that the mobility obtained under the coaxial

Debye layer assumption overestimate the mobility obtained

by considering the DLP effects. Zhang et al. [17] and Liu

et al. [18] reviewed the impact of physical properties of the

soft layer on the electrophoresis of a soft particle through a

first-order perturbation analysis. The analysis of Yeh et al.

[19] on soft particle shows that the mobility increase with the

increase of bulk ionic concentration. The study of Chou et

al. [20] shows that the influence of the porous layer on soft

particles electrophoresis is significant when the double layer is

thick. Cametti [14] in a review article analyzed the impact of

the DLP and relaxation on electrophoresis of a soft particle.

The effect of DLP and the influence of boundary shape on

the electrophoresis of soft spherical particle has been studied

numerically by Tseng et al. [21]. In those studies the DLP

effect is taken into account through a first order perturbation

from the equilibrium Boltzmann distribution under an weak

applied field assumption. Barbati and Kirby [22] suggested

that a numerical method must be approached to analyze the

electrokinetics of a soft particle when the soft polymer layer

thickness is not larger than the Debye layer of the rigid core.

Raafatnia et al. [23] studied the electrophoresis of a negative

colloid grafted with positive polyelectrolyte by presenting a

molecular dynamics simulation and described the occurrence

of mobility reversal in a monovalent electrolyte solution.
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Bhattacharyya and De [24] made a numerical investigation

of the electrophoresis of a soft particle with uncharged

dielectric core in presence of a non-weak electric field and

shown the impact of the DLP. Recently, De et al. [25] have

analyzed numerically the electrophoresis of a soft particle with

dielectric rigid core possessing a constant volumetric charge

density.

In the present article, we performed a numerical

investigation on the electrophoresis of a soft particle

with charged rigid core and coated with a charged

polyelectrolyte layer immersed in an unbounded electrolyte

without considering any limitation on the external electric

field, charged density of the PEL or Debye layer thickness.

For a non-weak applied field or when the charge density

of the PEL is not low enough, analytic solutions or

solutions based on first-order perturbation analysis are may

not appropriate. Considering the rigid core charged negatively

and the polyelectrolyte charged positively, we presented the

occurrence of zero electrophoretic mobility and mobility

reversal by varying the electrolyte concentration.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

We consider the electrophoresis of a soft spherical particle

of radius b with a charged rigid core of radius a, coated

with a polyelectrolyte layer (PEL) of thickness (b − a) in a

symmetric electrolyte solution. The particle is moving with

electrophoretic velocity U∗
E in response to an applied electric

field E0. The electric permittivity εe of the polymer layer

is taken to be same that of the electrolyte and the PEL is

assumed as Brinkman porous medium with screening length

� bearing a constant fixed charge density ρf . The spherical

polar coordinate system (r, θ, ψ) is adopted with its origin

fixed at the center of the particle and z-axis (θ = 0) is along

the imposed field E0 (Fig. 1). We assume that the problem is

axially symmetric with z-axis as the axis of symmetry.

The equations governing the motion of the ionized fluid

inside the PEL are Darcy-Brinkman extended Navier-Stokes

equation and in the electrolyte are Navier-Stokes equation.

We considered the Nernst-Planck equations for the transport of

ions. The electric field in the soft layer and in the electrolyte is

governed by the Poisson equation. We scale the dimensional

variables as follows: the radius of the soft sphere b is the

length scale, the thermal potential φ0 = kBT/e is the potential

scale, U0 = εeφ
2
0/bμ is the velocity scale, τ = b/U0 is

the time scale, εeφ
2
0/b

2 is the pressure scale, the bulk ionic

concentration n0 is the scale for the ion concentration of the

ith ionic species and Λ = E0b/φ0 is the scaled external

electric field. Here e is the elementary charge, kB is the

Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature and μ
is the dynamic viscosity. We define ep = (1 − γ) as the

non-dimensional PEL thickness, where γ = a/b is the scaled

core radius.

The equations of Newtonian incompressible fluid describing

the motion of ionized fluid inside the PEL and outside the soft

layer can be expressed in non-dimensional form as,

Re
∂u
∂t

−∇2u +∇p+Bβ2u +
(κa)2

2
ρe∇φ = 0 (1)

(a)

O

X

(b)

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic description of the geometry and the spherical
coordinate system; (b) Grid distribution inside and around the soft particle:

The red dashed line represents the surface of the soft particle

∇u = 0 (2)

where u = (u, v) is the velocity vector, v is the radial and u
is the cross radial velocity components, t is the time, p is the

pressure, φ is the electrical potential and ρe = (n1 − n2) is

the charged density with ni(i = 1,2) is the ionic concentration

of the ith ionic species with valence zi = ±Z . Here Re =
U0aρ/μ is the Reynolds number, ρ is the fluid density and

κ =
√
2Zen0/εeφ0 is the inverse of the EDL thickness.

The non-dimensional parameter β = a/� determines the

permeability of the PEL and the binary parameter B = 1
inside the soft layer (γ < r < 1) and B = 0 in the electrolyte

medium (r > 1).
The non-dimensional Nernst-Planck equation governing the

distribution of the ith ionic species is

Pei
∂ni

∂t
+ Pei(u.∇ni) = ∇2ni +

zi
Z∇.(ni∇φ) (3)

where Di is the diffusivity of the ith ion with that the

non-dimensional parameter Pei = εeφ
2
0/μDi, measures the

ratio of advective to diffusion transport of ions.

The electric potential is governed by the Poisson equation

∇2φ = − (κb)
2

2
ρe −BQf (4)

where Qf = ρfb
2/εeφ0 is the scaled fixed charged density of

the PEL.
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A no-slip boundary condition and no normal flux of ions

are imposed on the surface of the particle (r = γ)

u = 0, [∇ni + (zi/Z)ni∇φ].er = 0 (5)

Here er is unit vector along the radial direction.

The jump in the electric displacement on the surface of the

particle (r = γ) is related to surface charged density as

∂φ

∂r
= −σ (6)

where σ is the surface charge density on the core and is scaled

by εeφ0/b.
Far from the particle (r → ∞)

u = −UEez, φ = −Λrcosθ, ni = 1 (7)

The non-dimensional electrophoretic velocity UE scaled by

U0 is unknown a priori, it is obtained iteratively by solving

the balance of electrical and hydrodynamical forces. The

mobility of the particle is defined as μE
∗ = U∗

E/E0. The

non-dimensional mobility μE is obtained by scaling μE
∗ with

εeφ0/μ.

The forces experienced by the soft particle are the electric

force and drag force. The axisymmetric nature of our problem

suggests that only the z-component of these forces need

to be considered. The electrostatic and hydrodynamic forces

along the flow direction can be calculated by integrating the

Maxwell stress tensor σE and hydrodynamic stress tensor σH

respectively, on the surface of the soft particle and are given

by

F ∗
E =

∫∫
S

(σE .er).ezdS (8)

F ∗
D =

∫∫
S

(σH .er).ezdS (9)

where σE = εe[EE− (1/2)E2I] and σH = −pI +μ[∇u+
(∇u)T ]. Here E = −∇φ, E2 = E.E, EE denotes the vector

direct product and I is the unit tensor. The variables with an

asterisks in superscript denote the dimensional quantities.

FE = −
∫∫
S

[
∂φ

∂r

∂φ

∂z
− 1

2

{(
∂φ

∂r

)2

+

(
1

r

∂φ

∂θ

)2
}
cos θ

]
dS

(10)

FD =

∫∫
S

[{
−p+ 2

∂v

∂r

}
cos θ −

{
∂

∂r

(u
r

)
+

1

r

∂v

∂θ

}
sin θ

]

dS
(11)

The forces FE and FD are scaled by εeφ0
2.

The electrophoretic velocity UE is determined through the

force balance equation FE + FD = 0 iteratively. The forces

are obtained by solving the governing electrokinetic equations

through the numerical method as outlined in the following

section.

III. NUMERICAL METHODS

The coupled governing equations for ion transport, fluid

flow, and electric potential along with the provided boundary

conditions are solved numerically over a staggered grid system

using a control volume method. In a staggered grid system, the

velocity components are stored at the midpoints of the cell side

normal to their direction while the scalar quantities are taken at

the center of the cells. The governing equations are discretized

by integrating them over each control volume. A pressure

correction based iterative SIMPLE(Semi-Implicit Method for

Pressure-Linked Equations) algorithm is adopted to solve the

coupled non-linear equations. The solution is made through a

cyclic guess-and-correct procedure. The pressure link between

the continuity and momentum equations are performed by

converting the discretized continuity equation into a Poisson

equation for correction of pressure. This Poisson equation

implements a pressure correction for a divergent velocity field.

At each iteration, the equation for the electric field i.e., (4) is

solved through the Successive-Over-Relaxation technique.

A time-dependent numerical solution is achieved by

advancing the variables through a sequence of short time steps.

We start the motion from the initial stationary condition and

achieve a steady-state after a large time step for which the

variables become independent of time. In order to validate

the accuracy of our algorithm, we compared our results with

the existing analytical solution which is explained in the next

section.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the present investigation, we have taken φ0 = 0.02586 V,

εe = 695.39× 10−12 C/Vm, μ = 10−3 Pa.s, ρ = 103 kg/m3,

b =100 nm, D1 = 1.33× 10−9 m2/s and D2 = 2.03× 10−9

m2/s.

To make a comparison of the present computations with

the analytical solution, variation of electrophoretic mobility

with Debye length and the corresponding analytical results

due to Ohshima [6] are presented in Fig. 2 (a) when the

rigid core of the particle is uncharged (σ = 0). In Fig. 2 (b),

we present the electrophoretic mobility of the particle with

uncharged PEL (ρf = 0). Electrophoretic mobility due to the

analytic expression of Ohshima [5] for a fixed ζ-potential is

also presented in Fig. 2 (b) by transforming σ to corresponding

ζ based on the relation ζ = 2 sinh−1(σ/κb) for thin Debye

layer. One can note that, Ohshima [5], [6] in his studies

did not account the relaxation and DLP effects. Whereas

the present model consider the double layer polarization by

convection and electromigration of ions and relaxation by the

molecular diffusion of ions. Fig. 2 (a) shows that, our results

are overestimated by the analytic solution of Ohshima [6] for

higher values of PEL fixed charge density at low κb as the DLP

effect might be strong. Our results approach to the analytic

results due to Ohshima [6] when the Debye layer is thin. Our

computed mobility of the particle with uncharged PEL are also

in a good agreement with Ohshima [5] for thin Debye layer.
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Fig. 2 Variation of electrophoretic mobility μE with κb for (a) different ρf
= [1.8, 3.6, 5.4]× 104 Cm−3 with σ = 0 and (b) different σ =

[1.8, 5.4, 9]× 10−4 Cm−2 with ρf = 0; when β = 3, ep = 0.5 and
Λ = 1. Red dashed lines in Fig. 2 (a) represent the corresponding analytical
results due to Ohshima [6]. Symbols in Fig. 2 (b) denotes the mobilitie due

to Ohshima [5] with scaled surface potential, ζ=0.1,0.3,0.4 based on the
relation σ = 2κb sinh(ζ/2)

n the present study, we have analyzed the variation of

our computed mobility along with a superposed mobility

of the particle with charged core coated with charged PEL

as a function of the key parameters such as Debye length,

PEL thickness and softness parameter (β). We determine the

superposed mobility (μS
E) through a linear superposition of

the mobility (μE |σ=0) of the particle with uncharged core and

charged PEL with the mobility (μE |ρf=0) of the particle with

charged core and uncharged PEL i.e, μS
E = μE |σ=0+μE |ρf=0.

Throughout the paper, we carried out a comparative study

between the computed and superposed mobility of the particle.

The variation of computed and superposed mobility with

the Debye length at different values of PEL fixed charged

density and core surface charge density is illustrated in Figs.

3 (a) and (b). A large discrepancy is observed between the

computed and superposed mobility values for larger values of

fixed PEL charged density when the Debye length is in the

order of the particle size, i.e, κb ∼ O(1). In this situation, the

superposed mobility underestimates the computed mobility.

The deviation increase as the ρf and surface charge density

of the core become higher. Computed mobility merges with

the mobility based on the liner superposition technique when

the Debye layer thickness is thin and fixed charged density

of the shell is low. When the Debye layer is thick and the

fixed charged density of the PEL is high, the electroosmotic

flow (EOF) within the polyelectrolyte is strong and it drags

the counterions towards the negative z-axis. A deformation

in the distribution of counterions in the double layer can be

observed which creates an induced electric field. This induced

electric field is strong when the Debye length is thick. The

superposition principle fails to account this interaction of EOF

with the double layer. This might be the possible cause for the

superposed mobility to underestimate the computed mobility

for a thick double layer. For low fixed charge density of the

PEL and the double layer is thin, the EOF is low and the DLP

effect is negligible and therefore the the mobility based on the

superposition principle agree well with the computed mobility

values.
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Fig. 3 Variation of electrophoretic mobility μE with κb for (a)
σ = 1.8× 10−4 Cm−2 and (b) σ = 9× 10−4 Cm−2; with different ρf (
= [1.8,3.6,5.4]×104 Cm−3) when β = 3.0, ep = 0.5, Λ = 1. Here solid

lines represent computed mobility values and dashed lines represent
superposed (μE |σ=0 + μE |ρf=0) mobility values

Figs. 4 (a) and (b) represent the variation of computed

and superposed electrophoretic mobility with polyelectrolyte

layer thickness (ep) for different range of fixed charged

density of the PEL and for different surface charge density

of the rigid core when the double layer thickness is same
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as the particle radius i.e, κb = 1. We observed that the

computed electrophoretic mobility differs from the superposed

mobility when the porous layer thickness is low and the

fixed charged density of the PEL is higher. The computed

results merge with the superposed results as ep grows. The

polarization effect is significant when the double layer extends

beyond the polyelectrolyte layer which corresponds to a

smaller value of ep. The double layer polarization creates an

induced electric field due to the re-distribution of counterions

in the diffuse layer which act against the imposed electric

field. The effect of the electroosmotic flow governed by

the counterions in the Debye layer is strong for a thinner

porous layer. The interaction of this EOF with the induced

electric field generated by the DLP can be a reason for the

deviation of the computed electrophoretic mobility from the

superposed electrophoretic mobility. For higher values of the

PEL fixed charge density, the interaction of the electroosmotic

flow, counterion condensation and double layer polarization

becomes strong. When the porous layer thickness is large, the

distribution of the ions are dominated by the diffusion and

the DLP effect is negligible. The thick polyelectrolyte layer

decreases the effect of the rigid core charge density and also

screens the EOF.
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Fig. 4 Variation of electrophoretic mobility μE with soft layer thickness ep
for (a) σ = 1.8× 10−4 Cm−2 and (b) σ = 9× 10−4 Cm−2; with

different ρf ( = [1.8,3.6,5.4]×104 Cm−3) when κb = 1, β = 3.0, Λ = 1.
Here solid lines represent computed mobility values and dashed lines

represent superposed (μE |σ=0 + μE |ρf=0) mobility values
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Fig. 5 Variation of electrophoretic mobility μE with β for (a)
σ = 1.8× 10−4 Cm−2, (b) σ = 5.4× 10−4 Cm−2 and (c) σ = 9× 10−4

Cm−2; with different ρf ( = [1.8,3.6,5.4]×104 Cm−3) when κb = 1,
ep = 0.5, Λ = 1. Here solid lines represent computed mobility values and
dashed lines represent superposed (μE |σ=0 + μE |ρf=0) mobility values

Variation of the computed and superposed electrophoretic

mobility with the softness parameter β is depicted in Figs. 5

(a) and (b) for different values of PEL fixed charged density

and core surface charge density. We find that the computed

electrophoretic mobility deviates from the electrophoretic

mobility based on the superposition technique for high

permeable case (low β). For a high permeable polyelectrolyte

layer the polarization effect is significant. When the porous

layer becomes more dense i.e, β increases the electrophoresis

is dominated by the PEL. The effect of the surface charge

density of the rigid core is reduced at high β as the

electroosmotic flow induced by the core is suppressed by the

low permeable soft layer. The DLP effect is very low for higher

value of β and therefore no difference is observed between the

computed and electrophoretic mobility.

The distribution of counterions and stream lines around the

soft particle is shown in the Fig. 6 (a) at κb = 1. Fig. 6 (b)

shows the distribution of net ionic concentration around the

particle. A deformation of double layer near the particle is

evident from the figures. A Stokes flow around the particle is

observed from the streamlines patterns. The contours show a

counterion plum occurs along the downstream of the particle.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 (a) Stream lines and counterion distribution; and (b) net ionic
concentration for ρf = 5.4× 104 Cm−3, σ = 9× 10−4 Cm−2, κb = 1,
ep = 0.5, β = 1 and Λ = 1. Red dashed lines represents the outer surface

of the soft particle

In Fig. 7, we estimate the critical surface charge density

of the rigid core as a function of the fixed charge density

of the PEL for which the electrophoretic mobility of the

particle becomes zero. We present this critical σ or the point

of zero mobility (PZM) for different values of κb. Studies

of Moussa [26] for electrophoresis of a nano dendrimer with

oppositely charged inner and outer soft shells reports a strong

dependency of the PZM on electrolyte concentration. The

results are presented for a highly permeable polyelectrolyte

layer and when the soft layer thickness ep = 0.25. It is evident

from the figure that the critical value of σ corresponding to a

fixed charge density of the PEL increase with the increase of

electrolyte concentration.

ρf  (kCm-3)

-σ
 (m

Cm
-2
) κb

1.8 3.6 7.2 10.8 14.4 18.0
0.0

0.18

0.36

0.54

0.7

Fig. 7 Critical value of core surface charge density σ as a function of PEL
fixed charge density ρf for different κb (= 0.1,1,5,10) when β = 1,

ep = 0.25 and Λ = 1

κb

μ E

5 10

Fig. 8 Variation of electrophoretic mobility with κb when ρf = 1.8× 104

Cm−3, σ = −7.2× 10−4 Cm−2 (solid lines) and ρf = −1.8× 104

Cm−3, σ = 7.2× 10−4 Cm−2 (dashed line) when β = 1, ep = 0.25 and
Λ = 1

Electrophoresis of a soft particle is governed by both the

core surface charge and PEL charge density for a low to a

moderate value of double layer thickness. When the double

layer around the rigid core expands beyond the PEL thickness

impact of the core surface charge density decreases and the

electrophoresis is started being dominated by the PEL charge.

We illustrate the variation of the electrophoretic velocity of the

particle with Debye length when the polyelectrolyte layer and

the rigid core are oppositely charged in Fig. 8. For a positively

(negatively) charged core and negatively (positively) charged

PEL the particle velocity switches from a positive (negative)

value to a negative (positive) value as the Debye layer exceeds

the PEL thickness. A similar kind of observation was made

by De et al. [25] for a soft particle with a rigid core having

a volumetric charge density. For a higher ionic concentration,

the PEL charge density determines the particle velocity.

V. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the electrophoresis of a soft particle

with charged core coated with a polyelectrolyte layer.

We have performed numerical simulations of the coupled

Navier-Stokes-Nernst-Planck equations to account perfectly

the impact of molecular diffusion, electromigration, and

ion advection. Considering the DLP and relaxation effect,

electrophoresis of a soft particle has been studied by

comparing our computed results with the results based on a

superposition principle. Our results show that the results based

on the superposition technique underestimate the computed

results for a thick Debye layer, thin PEL layer or for a

high permeable shell due to the strong DLP effect. When the

Debye length becomes thinner the superposed electrophoretic

mobility merges with the computed electrophoretic mobility. A

zero electrophoretic velocity is estimated for different Debye

layer by considering oppositely charged core and PEL.
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